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The Fairy who Sings is an
inclusive and empowering
story!

Can Briony Rose use her talent
to uncover her own
self-belief?

Briony Rose Fairy is born with
a torn wing and unable to fly,
she encounters a mean fairy
and Briony begins to doubt
herself and she questions if
others will be unkind too.

The Fairy who Sings is a great
book for encouraging
discussions about differences
and how we all have gifts to
share!

But one day Briony discovers
she has a fabulous talent!

The book aims to spread the
message that we all have
magic within!

"The Fairy Who Sings is packed with valuable lessons for young
readers..."
~Readers' Favorite
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Information
Cheryl Davies is the author of

The Fairy who Sings, which is the
first book in the Finding the
Magic series.

The Finding the Magic series

empowers children with magical

adventures of self-belief! Helping
children to find their own magic
within themselves!

"You will fall in love with these

illustrations. My daughter loved them

and enjoyed the story of the little Fairy.
It has such a lovely lesson of growth...
So fun to read

♥"

- Singh Reviews

"This book is beautifully written

and illustrated. The message of
positive thinking and self love
was wonderful to read.."

-T Young
Paperback RRP: £7.99
Available from:
www.findmagicwithin.com
Amazon - mybook.to/The FairyWho
www.facebook.com/
cheryldaviesauthor
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Author

Author and Illustrator Information
After completing her BA Honours Degree in
Childhood Studies, Cheryl worked for almost 20
years supporting children and young people
who experienced social and emotional
difficulties due to their experiences.
Cheryl had always dreamed of writing children's
books and had always loved writing poetry. In
April 2020 Cheryl's dream became a reality
when her first book The Fairy who Sings was
published.
As well as being an Author, Cheryl is also a
mother to her 3 wonderful daughters who
remind her that magic is all around us
everyday.
Eduardo Paj is the extremely talented

Illustrator

illustrator for The Fairy who Sings. He is
the father of two wonderful boys.
Eduardo lives with his family in
Quertaro, Mexico.

During 1:1 support sessions with the children
Cheryl worked with, Cheryl saw just how

Book

powerful a book can be and decided to fulfil

her lifelong ambition of becoming a children's
book author.

Cheryl contacted a company called Bear with
Us Productions who helped bring her book to
life with the help of the amazing illustrations
by Eduardo.
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Amazon Review

Reviews
A lovely book with a beautiful message

for children about accepting differences
and following your dreams - my 4 year
old twins love it.

John Graham, Amazon Review

Amazon review

I loved how this book teaches kids to accept
themselves and also appreciate others as
they are for their differences, not feel the
pressure to fit in or conform to a certain

mould or expectation of others, but discover
their own gifts and talents be courageous

enough to use them despite what others think
or say. Love it!

Readers' Favourite

Reens, Amazon Review

'The Fairy Who Sings is packed with valuable
lessons for young readers, the most

important one being the power of one’s inner
beauty and the importance of believing in

oneself. Told with love and compassion and,
of course, with beauty. A lovely story, a real
treasure.'

Reviewed by Emily-Jane Hills Orford for
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Readers' Favorite

The Fairy who Sings
BOOK SPECS
Paperback, 40 pages, 8.5 x 8.5"
RRP: £7.99

50% wholesale discount available.

LINKS TO BUY
Website: www.findmagicwithin.com/shop
Amazon: http://mybook.to/TheFairyWho

SOCIAL HANDLES
www.facebook.com/cheryldaviesauthor
www.instagram.com/finding.the.magic

PUBLISHER
Find Magic Within - www.findmagicwithin.com

EMAIL FOR ENQUIRIES/ SCHOOL VISITS
cheryl@findmagicwithin.com
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